NOAA CESSRST SUMMER BRIDGE PROGRAM
SUMMER 2020 - VIRTUAL PROGRAM

NOAA MISSION TRAINING
173 students [31 High Schoolers, 42 Undergraduates] from across CUNY, NOAA CESSRST Consortium and NYC High Schools participated in the NOAA mission STEM summer research and experiential training.

8-WECK SUMMER PROGRAM
- Computer Training
- Research Training - peer-project based
- Special Seminars
- STEAM Workshops - Professional Development
- Family Day & End of Summer Symposium

NETWORKING
- Weekly Brown-Bags
- Daily Check-ins
- Social gathering
- near-peer support group

EXPERIENTIAL RESEARCH TRAINING
- NOAA and its Mission
- Research projects:
  - Coastal, Atmospheric, Water and Ecosystem
  - COVID-19
  - 100 hours of Research & Experiential Learning

SPONSORS
- NOAA [CESSRST]
- NSF [REU, IUSE]
- Pinkerton Foundation [HRES]

SUMMER AND BEYOND
- Incoming Freshmen/CUNY
- Bridge to NOAA Programs in CCNY/CUNY and CESSRST Consortium
- Apply for NOAA Undergraduate and Hollings Scholarship in Fall 2020

NOAA CESSRST
ENGINEERING THE NEXT GENERATION NOAA MISSION
ENTERPRISE WORKFORCE

VISIT US AT HTTPS://WWW.CESSRST.ORG/
@NOAACCESSRST | NOAACCESSRST@CCNY.CUNY.EDU